Submitting data to the
Mental Health Services Dataset (MHSDS)
Participants will be muted on entry, if you would like to ask a question
during the session please send a message to Isabel via the chat function
NHS England and NHS Improvement

Welcome and Introductions
NHS England and NHS Improvement

The Mental Health System Improvement Team
• Part of NHS England and NHS Improvement
• A free resource to NHS organisations

• Work with local health communities that are facing particular challenges in delivery of national
standards within the context of the 5YFV MH.
Data completeness
and data quality

CYP
Children and Young People’s Mental Health

Demand and capacity and waiting
list management
Pathway design

EIP
Early Intervention in Psychosis

IAPT
Value for money / productivity
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Improving Access to Psychological Therapies

During today’s webinar we will
1.

Provide an overview of the children and young people’s mental health access standard

2.

Provide an overview of the Mental Health Services Dataset (MHSDS) submission process

3.

Provide a step-by-step guide of how to set up your systems and processes to flow data

4.

Hear from an organisation that has successfully submitted data to the MHSDS

5.

Provide a step-by-step guide of what you need to do each month to submit children and young
people’s mental health access data
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The Children and Young People’s Mental
Health access standard
NHS England and NHS Improvement

The NHS Long Term Plan
The NHS Long Term Plan re-confirms the NHS commitment to providing access to high quality
mental health care for children and young people.

Expansion to children and young people’s mental health services (CYPMHS) will support the
delivery of Five Year Forward View For Mental Health commitment to provide access to 70K
additional CYP by 2021.
The NHS Long Term Plan includes a commitment to provide access to an additional 345K
children and young people by 2023/24. This will be met by:
• Further expansion to CYPMHS;
• Roll out of Mental Health Support Teams; and
• Delivering the comprehensive offer for 0-25 year olds.

The children and young people’s mental
health access standard is used to measure
whether we are on track to providing care for
these children
This standard is measured through data reported to the Mental Health Services Dataset
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Benefits to Providers
There are many benefits for providers to submit data to the Mental Health Services Data Set

✓ Compliance with the NHS standard contract;
✓ Ability to demonstrate nationally, and to the public, the work you are delivering to provide care to
children and young people in your local population;
✓ Ability to demonstrate return on investment to commissioners; and
✓ The structured data recording collection required to meet NHS standards gives a framework to
develop a more data-driven service.
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The CYP mental health access standard
The children and young people’s mental health access standard captures the number of children in
treatment

•

‘Two contacts’ is currently used as a proxy for access as part of the CYPMH access standard

•

Children are counted where:
•

Age is <18 at first contact, the second contact can be after the 18 birthday

•

Treatment can include indirect contacts, for example when the young person with a referral
does not need to be present

•

Treatment but doesn’t include email or SMS, but online skype interventions count

•

An individual can be counted only once in a financial year

•

Treatment is defined as two contacts, the date of the second contact determines the reporting
month

•

Individuals can be counted in multiple financial years if they have two contacts in each

This standard is measured through data reported to the Mental Health Services Dataset
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What Counts Towards CYP Access?
What doesn’t count?

What counts?
✓

✓
✓

✓
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Digital contacts count (but not text message or email as you
cannot differentiate between these and appointment
reminders)
Direct and indirect contacts both count – make a judgement
on what is a substantive contact.
Early Intervention in Psychosis, Eating Disorders, Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and Learning Disabilities
services – the metric is any CYP 0-18 with two or more
contacts to any Mental Health service, so CYP seeing these
services whose activity data is submitted to the MHSDS
will count.
Community Services Data Set (CSDS) vs MHSDS:
Learning Disability and/or Autism services are provided by
community paediatrics and therefore are in scope for the
indicator. Contractual arrangements mean this data is
submitted to the CSDS. For activity to be counted it must be
submitted to both CSDS and MHSDS.
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❖
❖

❖
❖
❖
❖

❖

Any CYP 18 years or above when the referral is made
Any CYP already counted once in the reporting period
e.g. if a CYP is seen over several quarters they should be
counted once in the reporting year, in the quarter in which
they receive the second appointment
Email or SMS contact
Contact over the phone to confirm an appointment
Screening surveys.
A CYP with parent/carer who is an acting member of
the armed forces - their health provision in monitored by
MoD and shouldn’t be included in the MHSDS
Indirect activity should not include discussions
regarding groups of patients, administrative activities
such as writing up notes, travel or appointment
reminders, screening surveys of CYP (for instance in a
school).

What is the Mental Health Services Data Set?
The MHSDS is a patient level, output based, secondary uses data set which aims to deliver robust,
comprehensive, nationally consistent and comparable person-based information for children, young
people and adults who are in contact with mental health services located in England or located
outside England but treating patients commissioned by an English CCG or NHS England
specialised commissioner.

Who should submit to MHSDS?
Your organisation would be classed as ‘in scope’ if you provide specialist secondary mental health
care services for people who have, or are thought to have, a mental illness; or who receive
specialist secondary learning disabilities or autism spectrum disorder services and have, or are
thought to have, a learning disability or autism spectrum disorder.
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What Should Be Included in MHSDS?
The MHSDS should capture all NHS-funded Mental Health and Learning Disabilities Activity
• All ages, not just <18 years
• All referrals, including CYP who never engage or who only attend a single contact
• Every contact, not only the first two in a CYP’s pathway

• Not only attended contacts, but also DNAs and cancellations
• Information about Routine Outcome Measures (ROMs) as well as contacts
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Getting Ready to submit data to the MHSDS
NHS England and NHS Improvement

Preparing to submit data: checklist
#

Step

Relevant information
Download ODS registration form

1

Register for an ODS code
Return completed form to: exeter.helpdesk@nhs.net

2

Complete SIRO
registration form

Download SIRO registration form
Return completed form to: exeter.helpdesk@nhs.net
https://digital.nhs.uk/services/strategic-data-collection-service-in-the-cloud-sdcs-cloud
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3

Ask your SIRO to
complete and submit DUC
forms

4

Create an SDCS account

Once the DUC form has been completed, you will receive an email from NHS Digital containing
your username (email address) and password

5

Authenticate your account

NHS Digital SDCS Cloud User Registration Guide provides a step by step guide to
authentication

6

Create an IDB account

Create an IDB account on the TRUD pages

7

Download the IDB tool

Download the IDB tool on the TRUD pages
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• Scroll down this page to ‘Registering for SDCS Cloud’ section and click ‘download Mental
Health DUC form’
• Return completed form to: enquiries@nhsdigital.nhs.uk and copy in
ssd.nationalservicedesk@nhs.net

1

Register for an Organisation Data Service (ODS) code
• An Organisation Data Service (ODS) code is a unique identifier allocated to an organisation and their
sites.

• NHS Digital issue codes to organisations that interact with the Health and Social Care sector and that
need access to national IT systems or services.
• You may already have these registered as they are needed for various other purposes beyond data
collections.
• An ODS code is needed to register a Senior Information Risk Owner (SIRO) and before the Data User
Certificate form can be submitted.
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Organisation Data Service (ODS) request form

The ODS form can be
found on the NHS Digital
website:
https://digital.nhs.uk/servi
ces/organisation-dataservice/servicesprovided-by-theorganisation-dataservice/download-ourforms
The ODS request form should be
completed and emailed to
exeter.helpdesk@nhs.net
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2

Register your Senior Information Risk Owner (SIRO)
• A SIRO needs to be registered with NHS Digital before access can be granted to the SDCS Cloud
• Senior Information Risk Owners (SIRO)
• A SIRO is an Executive Director or member of the Senior Management Board of an organisation
with overall responsibility for an organisation's information risk policy.
• The SIRO is accountable and responsible for information risk across the organisation. They
ensure that everyone is aware of their personal responsibility to exercise good judgement, and to
safeguard and share information appropriately.
• Deputy SIROs can also be registered.
• Information Asset Owner (IAO)
• The IAO will be a senior member of staff who is the nominated owner for one or more identified
information assets of the organisation. IAOs will support the organisation's SIRO in their overall
information risk management function as defined in the organisation's policy.
• The IAO nomination form must be sent by the registered SIRO from the SIRO's email account.
There is no limit to the number of IAOs a SIRO can nominate within their organisation.
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SIRO registration form

The SIRO form can be found on the NHS
Digital website:
https://digital.nhs.uk/services/organisationdata-service/services-provided-by-theorganisation-data-service/download-our-forms

The SIRO form must be
completed prior to SDCS
registration
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Information Asset Owner Registration
The IAO form can be found on the
NHS Digital website:
https://digital.nhs.uk/services/organisa
tion-data-service/services-providedby-the-organisation-dataservice/download-our-forms

Organisation code is
the ODS code

The SIRO or the IAO should then
complete the DUC form
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3

Your SIRO or IAO completes and sends the DUC form
• A SIRO is responsible for user access into Systems and Service Delivery (SSD) systems (including
SDCS Cloud).

• The SIRO can delegate responsibility to their Deputy SIRO or an Information Asset Owner (IAO).
• A Deputy SIRO should only be used when the nominated SIRO is absent and the application is
urgent.
• User access is gained by submitting a completed Data User Certificate (DUC).
The DUC form can
be found on the
NHS Digital
website:

Click here to access
the DUC form
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https://digital.nhs.u
k/services/strategic
-data-collectionservice-in-thecloud-sdcs-cloud

Data User Certificate (DUC) form

National code is
the ODS code

It’s advisable to register more
than one colleague from the
organisation so that
submissions can be made
when people are on leave etc
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Don’t forget that the SIRO or
IAO should already be
registered with NHS Digital,
see earlier slides for more
detail

The completed form should be sent to:
enquiries@nhsdigital.nhs.uk, copying in
ssd.nationalservicedesk@nhs.net

4

Authenticate your SDCS Cloud account
• Once you have registered and then received an email from NHS Digital containing
your username (email address) and password you need to choose (and if
necessary install) a Two-Factor Authentication (2FA) method.

• The NHS Digital SDCS Cloud User Registration Guide is a step by step guide to
help users register and authenticate an account for the SDCS in the Cloud (SDCS
Cloud).
• NHS Digital recommends the use of the use of the Google Authenticator, Authy
and the Authy Google Chrome Extension, in their current form, as a Two-Factor
Authentication application for user registration and authentication for SDCS.
• Once you have received your username and password, go to the SDCS portal
webpage, enter your username and password and click ‘next’. The mobile
authenticator will then appear. You will then need to follow a series of steps to
authenticate your account.
• Once you have chosen and set up your 2FA you will have to use it each time you
log on to SDCS Cloud.
• Any problems logging on please check out the SDCS Cloud User Registration
Guide here OR call 0300 303 5035/ email ssd.nationalservicedesk@nhs.net
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NHS Digital strongly
advise completing all
necessary steps for
authentication in one go,
to reduce the potential for
set up problems

6
7

Create an account to download the Intermediate
Database (IDB) and download the tool
• The Intermediate Database (IDB) is a tool which enables the collation of data for submission to the
MHSDS. It is a Microsoft Access database and data must be provided in this format. Once all data has
been uploaded to the IDB NHS Digital can extract the data.
• The IDB for v4 of the MHSDS can be found on the NHS Digital Technology Reference data Update
Distribution (TRUD) pages
TIP: users need to be
‘logged in’ and
‘subscribed’ to the
IDB to find the
‘download’ button

Create a free IDB account and log
in and subscribe to the IDB
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Log in and download the IDB tool, here:
https://isd.digital.nhs.uk/trud3/user/guest/
group/0/pack/43/subpack/479/licences

7

Submit your data to the MHSDS – the Intermediate
Database (IDB)

Further information on the IDB can be found on the NHS Digital website under
the user support and guidance section: https://digital.nhs.uk/services/strategicdata-collection-service-in-the-cloud-sdcs-cloud
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Preparing to submit data: recap
#

Step

Relevant information
Download ODS registration form

1

Register for an ODS code
Return completed form to: exeter.helpdesk@nhs.net

Download SIRO registration form
2

Complete SIRO registration form
Return completed form to: exeter.helpdesk@nhs.net
https://digital.nhs.uk/services/strategic-data-collection-service-in-the-cloudsdcs-cloud
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3

Ask your SIRO to complete and submit
DUC forms

4

Create an SDCS account

Once the DUC form has been completed, you will receive an email from NHS
Digital containing your username (email address) and password

5

Authenticate your account

NHS Digital SDCS Cloud User Registration Guide provides a step by step
guide to authentication

6

Create and IDB account

Create an IDB account on the TRUD pages

7

Download the IDB tool

Download the IDB tool on the TRUD pages
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• Scroll down this page to ‘Registering for SDCS Cloud’ section and click
‘download Mental Health DUC form’
• Return completed form to: enquiries@nhsdigital.nhs.uk and copy in
ssd.nationalservicedesk@nhs.net

Submitting monthly data to the MHSDS
NHS England and NHS Improvement

Submission Timetable
You need to submit your data every month.
• Every month you need to submit your data before the monthly
deadlines . You must submit your ‘primary data’ (from last month) and
refresh (final) data for two months ago
• Log into the SDCS Portal (use the email link and login details
received)
• To send data, click ‘submit a file’

• Make sure you select the right organisation, dataset (you should only
have one option) and reporting period otherwise your file will be
rejected!
• Clicking ‘Browse’ will open a window where you can navigate to the
file you wish to open which is stored on your local network/drive (you
use your own template and upload it)
• Your file will take time to process. If you get a message saying
‘records or file errors, upload unsuccessful’ you need to amend your
template and re-submit (more on this later). You can submit as many
times as you like before the window closes (the deadline)
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Adapted from slides created by Rebecca Verlander (r.verlander@nhs.net)

Mandatory Data and Required data
Mandatory Data
• This is standard data you must include to avoid a ‘rejected’ file when you upload

• There are certain pieces of information (mandatory data items, sometimes called ‘essential tables and
fields’) which you must include in your template to make sure your file (the template as a whole) and
the records within your file (the specific data items) are accepted, otherwise they will be rejected
Required Data
• Specific to the CYPMH access standard (this is standard data you must include to avoid a ‘rejected’
file when you upload)
• For data to count towards the CYPMH access standard, mandatory and required data must be
submitted
• If any required data is missing, your file may upload successfully, but may not count towards the
access standard
• Whether you use the IDB tool or not, all mandatory and required information must be completed
• Please also avoid amending the structure of the tool as this may prevent it form working
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Adapted from slides created by Rebecca Verlander (r.verlander@nhs.net)

Tables Required
• There are four mandatory tables that need to be populated for submission not to fail
• Two further tables are also required for data to count towards the CYPMH access standard
• MHS201 Care Contact
• MHS204 Indirect Activity
• A further two/three tables are also required in addition to the access ones to submit outcomes data
• MHS202 Care Activity
• MHS606 Coded Score Assessment (Referral)
• MHS607 Coded Score Assessment (Care Activity)
Mandatory tables
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Adapted from slides created by Rebecca Verlander (r.verlander@nhs.net)

Recording CYPMH access data in the IDB

MHS000 Header
MHS001 Master Patient Index
MHS002 GP

MHS001 Referral

MHS201 Care contact
MHS204 Indirect activity
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Adapted from slides created by Rebecca Verlander (r.verlander@nhs.net)

Required tables for the CYP access measure
Mandatory MHSDS Tables
MHS002 GP Patient
MHS000 Header
Registration
Data Set Version
Local Patient Identifier
Number
Organisation Identifier
(Code of Provider)
Organisation Identifier
(Code of Submitting
Organisation)
Primary Data
Collection System in
Use
Reporting Period Start
Date
Reporting Period End
Date

Date and Time Dataset
Created

General Medical
Practice Code (Patient
Registration)
Organisation Code
(GP Practice
Responsibility)
MHS002 GP Patient
Registration

MHS001 Master Patient
Index
Local Patient Identifier
Person Birth Date
NHS Number

Organisation Code
(Local Patient
Identifier)
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MHS101 Referral

MHS201 Care Contact

Local Patient Identifier

Care Contact Date

Service Request
Identifier

Attended or Did Not
Attend Code

Referral Request
Received Date

Consultation Medium
Used

Organisation Code
(Local Patient
Identifier)

MHS201 and/or
MHS204 is
required for each
CYP to be reported
under the CYP
Access measure

Mandatory tables and fields
shown in bold
Non-mandatory tables and fields
in italics
Non-mandatory fields still
required to be counted for CYP
Access Standard
in green

NB NHS Number is not required

MHS204 Indirect Activity
Indirect Activity Date

Additional tables which can count towards the access
standard
MHS201 Care Contact
Care Contact Identifier

Service Request
Identifier
Care Contact Date
Attended or Did Not
Attend Code
Consultation Medium
Used

MHS204 Indirect Activity
Service Request
Identifier

Indirect Activity Date
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This table is used to record the DATE that the direct CYP
contact took place.
Most providers will need to populate this table, which should
include activity directly with the CYP.
Both tables contain many more fields than shown
here, only those needed for CYP have been listed
This table is used to record the DATE that the indirect activity took place.
This table is used for indirect activity by clinicians that are also concerned
directly with the treatment of the CYP who is subject of the referral for
example a significant professional to professional consultation about a
particular CYP.
Data that relates to significant clinical contact with family members and
carers would also be recorded in this table.
It is not expected that every provider will need to populate this table but
you may well wish to do so to evidence all types of activity above which
you are delivering.

When to Record Direct/Indirect activity
From the User Guidance for table MHS201 Care Contact https://digital.nhs.uk/data-and-information/datacollections-and-data-sets/data-sets/mental-health-services-data-set/tools-and-guidance#mhsdssubmission-guidance-documents-v4-0 pp57-64:
The different scenarios can be broken down as follows:
• Where the CYP only is present, this should be recorded as a Care Contact;

• Where the CYP and another attendee (this could be a relative/carer) are present this should be recorded
as a Care Contact with supplementary MHS203 Other in Attendance records;
• Where the CYP is not present but a proxy is in attendance, this should be recorded as a Care Contact;
• Contacts about the CYP but not involving either the CYP or their proxy (i.e. professional to professional)
should NOT be recorded as a Care Contact, but recorded as an Indirect Activity in
MHS204IndirectActivity;
• Contacts where the CYP is not present but a family member/carer (not acting as a proxy) is present and
receiving parent/carer interventions should NOT be recorded as a Care Contact, but recorded as an
Indirect Activity in MHS204IndirectActivity;
• Indirect Activity does not include discussions regarding groups of CYP or other administrative activities
such as writing up of notes or travel.
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Additional tables for the CYP outcomes
Scores taken at assessment or taken in
the course of an indirect contact can
be recorded using MHS606, linked to the
initial referral

Scores taken before/during a direct contact can be
recorded using MHS607, linked to the contact via
MHS202
MHS202 Care Activity

MHS606 Coded Scored
Assessment (Referral)
Service Request
Identifier

Coded Assessment
Tool Type (SNOMED
CT)

Care Activity Identifier

Care Contact Identifier

MHS607 Coded Scored
Assessment (Care
Activity)
Care Activity Identifier
Coded Assessment
Tool Type (SNOMED
CT)
Person Score

Person Score
Assessment Tool
Completion Date

Mandatory tables and fields shown in bold
Non-mandatory tables and fields in italics
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What are the SNOMED codes?
• All the SNOMED codes for included BYP-MH outcomes measures can be found in the MHSDS
Technical Output Specification at https://digital.nhs.uk/data-and-information/data-collections-and-datasets/data-sets/mental-health-services-data-set/tools-and-guidance
• There is a sheet called MH Assessment Scales listing
1. the code (to be entered in the field ‘Coded Assessment Tool Type (SNOMED CT)’)
2. acceptable values (to be entered in the field ‘Person Score’)

1. Code

2. Values
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The Technical Output Specification (TOS)
MS Excel file showing what data is submitted to MHSDS and how it should be formatted – for every item
in each table it describes:

• The data item name
• A description of what the item is capturing
• The format of the item – e.g. numeric, string, date etc
• A list of valid values that can be flowed and what they mean

• Whether the item is mandatory, required, or optional
• What validation rules are in place, e.g. to handle missing data
• What warnings or rejection messages you can expect to see post-submission
This technical output specification is embedded here (but may become out of date). To find the latest
version please use the link below (scroll down until you find the file).
https://digital.nhs.uk/data-and-information/data-collections-and-data-sets/data-sets/mental-healthservices-data-set/tools-and-guidance
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Adapted from slides created by Rebecca Verlander (r.verlander@nhs.net)

‘MHS101 Referral’ in the TOS
This column will match the field
name in the IDB

This column explains what the data
item is capturing

This column tells us the item
should be populated as
numeric max size 20 in the
IDB

These are mandatory

This is a “required” item, meaning if services
hold the information they should submit it to
MHSDS
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Adapted from slides created by Rebecca Verlander (r.verlander@nhs.net)

What does the IDB look like?

This is the referral
table.

All the column are the
fields in the referral
table where data can
go.
Currently blank
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Double click the
referral table to open
it.

Using the TOS and the IDB together
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SDCS Cloud Uploads
When you upload your file to the SDCS Cloud, it will take time to process
You can scroll down the summary page
to ‘available extracts’ and click the link
that says ‘request’.

You will see this file
while your file uploads

A zip file is then downloaded to your
PC, you will need to download the
files, identify the errors and amend and
re-submit the file – this may take more
than one attempt!

Once your file has
uploaded you will be taken
to a Summary Page which
contains details of your
submissions.
Your file may successfully
process (but most
successful submissions
usually have Data Quality
issues.
If the file was unsuccessful
the status will show an
error message
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Adapted from slides created by Rebecca Verlander (r.verlander@nhs.net)

Rejection!
• If your file (or records within your file) are rejected, download the data quality report to understand why
• These are available 10-15 minutes after submission

• There are three rejection types
1. File – the entire database has been rejected
2. Group – all records relating to a particular referral have been rejected
3. Record – a row in a particular table (e.g. MHS201 Care Contact) has been rejected
• Concentrate on fixing the record rejects first – this often fixes the others!
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Top tips from colleagues who are successful flowing
• Give yourself time to submit data in advance of the submission windows
• Check, check and check again – formatting issues with Excel can mean that some files are rejected
and it’s not always clear why
• Remember to change the start and end date in the header table each month, MHS000
• In MHS001 check NHS number field is formatted correctly. It is usually “07” (unknown) for external
providers
• MHS101 and MHS201 are indexed on ServiceRequestID. This may not exist in your organisation, so
you will need to create, probably by concatenating two existing fields. This ID has to be unique to the
client, so take care to ensure it is consistent in both tables
• Ensure your import to the IDB does not pick up blank rows, this will cause validation errors. Delete
blank rows from each table to rectify
• Always check that MHS001, MHS002 and MHS101 have the same number of rows, one per client
submitted
• In MHS000 ensure DataSetVer is “4.0”, not “4”
• When doing the import into Access via the IAPTUS system, go into Advanced Settings and change
the date format to Year-Month-Day otherwise the import fails
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Any Questions?
NHS England and NHS Improvement

Contact
The Mental Health System Improvement Team
NHS England and NHS Improvement

e: nhsi.mentalhealthist@nhs.net
w: www.england.nhs.uk and www.improvement.nhs.uk
This webinar has been recorded and the link has been shared with London Children and Young People
Mental Health Providers and Commissioners
The webinar and slides will be available as a YouTube link on the Healthy London Partnership website
at: www.healthylondon.org
Please feel free to share the link with anyone you think might find this useful
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